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Abstract—“Sticky Hands” is a physical game for two people
involving gentle contact with the hands. The aim is to develop
relaxed and elegant motion together, achieve physical sensitivityimproving reactions, and experience an interaction at an intimate
yet comfortable level for spiritual development and physical
relaxation. We developed a control system for a humanoid robot
allowing it to play Sticky Hands with a human partner. We
present a real implementation including a physical system, robot
control, and a motion learning algorithm based on a generalizable intelligent system capable itself of generalizing observed
trajectories’ translation, orientation, scale and velocity to new
data, operating with scalable speed and storage efficiency bounds,
and coping with contact trajectories that evolve over time. Our
robot control is capable of physical cooperation in a force domain,
using minimal sensor input. We analyze robot–human interaction
and relate characteristics of our motion learning algorithm with
recorded motion profiles. We discuss our results in the context of
realistic motion generation and present a theoretical discussion of
stylistic and affective motion generation based on, and motivating
cross-disciplinary research in computer graphics, human motion
production and motion perception.
Index Terms—Compliance, cooperation, humanoid robots, motion generalization, motion learning, Sticky Hands.

I. STICKY HANDS

T

HE “Sticky Hands” game was drawn from Tai Chi practice. Some schools of Tai Chi include physical contact exercises with a partner. Gentle contact is formed with a partner
and maintained while moving in order to develop the facility
to perform relaxed and graceful motion, leading to a sensitivity
to the forces transmitted via contact. When one partner yields
the other must push, and vice versa. Prolonged practice reveals
the development of intuition and automatic response such that
the contact may be preserved with very little force throughout
a complicated and spontaneous sequence of movements. The
game includes becoming comfortable with physical contact, and
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Fig. 1. Playing Sticky Hands with a humanoid robot.

a mutual goal of personal development, as well as being fulfilling and calming so it is considered by some as a form of spiritual development. An expert may play with a beginner and encourage graceful and rewarding movements by breaking down
the tension in the student’s motion.
Our goal was to have a humanoid robot play the game with
a human partner. We defined a specific variant of the game
involving contact between the hands. Partners face each other
while standing and both raise one hand to their partner’s. The
game always begins with slow circling motions. The motion may
soon diverge into a spontaneously developing trajectory as the
partners explore their range of physical expression. Our robot
DB may be seen playing the game in Fig. 1 (see also Fig. 2).
As a novel application it presents several interesting challenges
for the design of an intelligent system, and in particular to path
planning. The robot must be capable of moving while remaining
compliant to contact forces from a human and be able to learn
from and mimic the motion patterns of humans playing the game.
By imitating the patterns produced by humans, the robot may reflect a human’s creativity and encourage people to explore their
range of motion. In order to do this while simultaneously experiencing new and unpredictably developing motion patterns our
learning algorithm is capable of generalizing what it has seen to
new conditions and maintains a suitably evolving internal state.
The motivation for this work was to explore physical interactions between humans and robots. This was inspired by the observation that the arising problem for the design of appropriate
intelligent systems is how to communicate and cooperate with
people [1]. Based on the principle that physical interaction is
a familiar and reliable method for most humans, Sticky Hands
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Fig. 2. System breakdown.

broaches the area of physical cooperation and the subtle but
significant issue of communication [2] through physical movement [3], [4]. Our work therefore considers human imitation [5],
which we consider to be of particular relevance for the future;
as computer science and robotics develop it becomes clear that
humans and robots will cooperate with a wide range of tasks.
Furthermore, we explored the use of a humanoid robot as a playmate facilitating a human’s self-development. As such the robot
may assume a new social role involving a physically intimate
and cooperative interaction. Hopefully, through the interaction
people will be encouraged to consider the robot as a humanoid
rather than mechanical entity, thus revealing ways of making
human and robot interactions more natural.
Humanoid robotics captures a certain fascination with creating a mechanical entity analogous to our human selves. Other
valid motivations exist [6], not least among which is our environment-being highly adapted to human sensory and motor
capabilities it begs for artificial agents with analogous capabilities that can usefully coexist in our own living and working
spaces. Moreover, anthropomorphic shape and organic motion
makes working with such robots aesthetically and emotionally
more pleasing. Of particular relevance are the production of
human-like, and emotionally expressive styles of movement.
The sticky hands interaction embodies human like motion and
autonomy. The goal of maintaining minimal contact force is tangible while the creative, anticipatory aspect is enhanced by initiative. These challenges motivated the development of a highly
generalized learning algorithm, and a theoretical investigation
of expressive motion styles.
We first present a system overview that describes the relationship between robot control and learning in Section II. We
then describe robot control in Section III, presenting additional
sensing technology and explaining how we achieved hand placement that was compliant to external forces. Following this, we
discuss the learning algorithm in Section IV which observed trajectories of the hand throughout interaction with a human and
predicted the development of a current trajectory. In Section V
we present results taken from an interaction between human
and humanoid. In Section VI, we develop a discussion of humanoid motion synthesis and illustrate the relevance of human
motion production and perception research to the generation of
motion embodying emotion and style. This discussion broadens
the context of the Sticky Hands exercise and motivates future
cross-disciplinary research. We conclude with a brief summary
of our work in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The robotic Sticky Hands control system was divided into
three components. Fig. 2 shows a “Robot motor controller.” The
motor controller is responsible for hand positioning and obeys
a trajectory plan supplied by the learning algorithm. It also estimates the contact force with the human and adjusts the trajectory plan to compensate for contact force discrepancies. The
hand position was sampled and this somewhat noisy data was
smoothed and sent back to the learning algorithm.
The learning algorithm output predicts the hand trajectory
and processes the observed trajectories supplied by the motor
control. The learning algorithm observes the evolution of the
hand trajectory continuously. It learns motion patterns, and generalizes them to predict future developments in the hand trajectory. The input and output are both sequences of position
vectors. The robot controller makes use of the “posture controller.” The posture controller used a straightforward inverse
kinematics routine to generate joint configurations satisfying
Cartesian hand placement targets.
The ethos of our motion system may be contrasted with the
work of Williamson [7] whose motion controllers were based
on positional primitives. A small number of postures were interpolated to produce target joint angles and hence joint torques
according to proportional gains. The work advocated the concept of “behaviors or skills as coarsely parameterised atoms by
which more complex tasks can be successfully performed,” an
approach also proposed for computer animation in works such
as the motion verbs and adverbs of Rose et al. [8]. Williamson’s
system is elegant, providing a neatly bounded workspace, but
not suitable for our needs since we require a continuous interaction combined with more precise positioning of the robot’s
hand.
III. ROBOT CONTROL
The 30-degree of freedom (DOF) SARCOS1 anthropomorphic robot [9] that may be seen in Fig. 3 performed the Sticky
Hands exercise. It is hydraulically powered at every joint, with
joint angle and joint load sensors. The low level controller positions joints by applying gain torques proportional to the angular offset between the measured and target angles, and negatively proportional to the angular velocity at each joint independently. This yields proportional gains/spring-damper control at
1SARCOS

is an advanced robotics company based in Salt Lake City, UT.
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Fig. 3. DB kinematics.

Fig. 4.

Force transducer attachment.

each joint, where the torque at a given joint may be calculated
as
(1)
where and are the target angle and angular velocity (the
latter is usually 0), and are the current angle and angular
velocity, and
and
are the spring stiffness and damping
parameters, respectively.
An inverse dynamics algorithm was available to estimate the
torques necessary to hold a position, and was used to reduce
the magnitude of the oscillations caused by the proportional
gains controller. Since the robot is anchored off the ground by
its pelvis, there is not an issue with standing and balancing. The
Sticky Hands exercise involves only one hand so there is a chain
of 10 significant DOFs from the anchor point the robot’s hand.
The chain is kinematically redundant, so an iterative inverse
kinematics algorithm was used [10] which resolved the unused
20 DOFs according to a default posture.
We required the robot to balance a force against its hand
applied by the human player. A given trajectory was performed
with adjustments to balance the contact force, making the
hand actively compliant to changes of the contact force. The
simplest method of determining the contact force is by means
of a force transducer between the robot’s and human’s hands.
Fig. 4 shows the attachment of the force transducer between
the robot’s hand and a polystyrene hemisphere intended to

facilitate an ergonomic surface for the human to contact. The
directions.
transducer measured forces in the , , and
We did not take torque readings from the transducer. If the
contact force exceeded a 5-N threshold the target position of the
hand was translated to compensate. In order to balance a force
applied by the human, we subtracted a small quantity in the
(forward-backward) direction from the measured force prior
to thresholding. We used this method, but also implemented
a method of responding to the contact force using only the
sensors internal to the SARCOS robot, i.e., joint load and
angle. In both cases we assumed that the interactions were not
so forceful as to necessitate more than a constant adjustment
in hand position, i.e., continuous pressure would result in a
constant velocity yielding movement.
One such method of calculating the externally applied force
is to measure joint angles, use inverse dynamics to estimate the
torques necessary to hold the position and subtract the measured
loads. A discrepancy should reveal torques due to external loads
other than gravity. Unfortunately inaccuracies in the dynamic
model and load sensors necessitated a large contact force to facilitate suitable thresholding of the results. Instead we measured
the positional offset between target and actual hand positions,
assuming any large discrepancy was caused by external nongravity forces. We were able to threshold by 2 cm (yielding an
effective force threshold of about 12 N). Thus, when the controller followed a suggested trajectory the hand was directed to
5 cm further forward from the suggested position. This method
did not require readings from the joint load sensors to respond
to external forces because physical interactions were registered
purely through the position of the robot’s hand-which requires
only joint angle readings to compute.
It was assumed that the human would supply a force sufficient to maintain the robot’s hand at the suggested position, opposing the 5 cm offset. If the human reduced or increased the
contact force the robot’s hand would move beyond the 2 cm
threshold and the suggested trajectory consequently adjusted to
compensate. While the contact force was entirely in the direction, any and as well as perturbations would be accommodated when the threshold was reached. By using this indirect kinematic method we facilitated the use of a significantly
lighter contact force than with inverse dynamics based force
estimation. In fact, any reasonable positioning and compliance
strategy is possible. In the ideal case the force threshold is minimal, since the larger the threshold the higher the necessary contact force and consequently the less relaxed the human’s motion
becomes. The kinematics of robot limb placement do not significantly affect the contact force but may affect the perception of
the robot motion, as we discuss in Section VI. Section V compares this kinematic technique with the force transducer method
and presents traces of the forces measured during interaction
with a human.
Trajectories output by the learning algorithm were described
using piecewise linear splines. The robot controller ran at
500 Hz and the learning algorithm ran at 10 Hz. The sequence
of predictions output by the learning algorithm were interpreted
as the advancing end-point of a spline. If the motor controller
detected a discrepancy in the contact force, the knots were
translated to compensate. The translated knots were smoothly
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Fig. 5. Learning algorithm.

decayed back to their position prior to the compensatory translation using a smoothing vector. The smoothing vector was
initialized with the translation vector and decayed, tending to
zero, during every cycle of the motor controller. This smoothing
prevented the hand from jerking in response to contact forces,
instead smoothly moving to accommodate knot translations.
IV. “PROTOTYPE SET” LEARNING ALGORITHM
The learning algorithm received 3-D point samples describing the robot’s hand trajectory. For each sample, a vector
predicting the progression of the trajectory was output. The
nature of the Sticky Hands exercise with respect to a computer
implementation demanded the following requirements, fulfilled
by our algorithm.
• Generalize observed trajectories for prediction of similar
new trajectories with different orientation, scale, curvature, position or velocity.
• Extrapolate properties of a new trajectory for prediction
in the absence of similar observed trajectories.
• Fluid internal state copes with the evolving nature of
trajectories through continuous update, replacement and
"forgetting" of recorded information.
• Branch points where similar observed trajectories diverge are not problematic.
• Noise causing inaccurate position samples is not problematic.
• Parameterisable time bound ensures real time operation.
• Parameterisable memory bound facilitates exploitation
of host architecture.
The algorithm recorded instantaneous properties of the input
trajectory in structures we refer to as a "prototypes." By comparison to the work of Stokes et al. [11] who presented a method for
identifying cyclic patterns and their significance in space-line

samples, our process focuses on the immediate instant of a trajectory. Salient features are recorded for efficient retrieval but no
internal classifications of higher level structures such as cycles
are made. This is the essence of the generalization and branch
point handling properties of our algorithm since the recorded
properties of any instant of an observed trajectory may be used
to predict the development of any new trajectory, and no information about correlations between trajectories is explicitly
maintained by the prediction process.
Below we define the "prototype" mathematically, and demonstrate how it can be used for prediction or extrapolation. We then
show how the most appropriate prototype for predicting a given
trajectory may be selected from a memory bank by means of
a distance metric between prototypes and an optimized search
procedure. The creation of prototypes from raw position data
is explained, followed by a reinforcement memory technique
designed to ensure an efficient use of memory. The reader may
find it useful to refer to Fig. 5 throughout this prototype learning
section.
A. Prediction Using Prototypes
Suppose we describe the sequence of input position samples
as
. The prototype
corresponding to
is
defined using
, and
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found. Given a set of recorded prototypes it is necessary to find
a prototype to be used as described above for prediction. The
describing the current trajectory can be used
prototype
as a basis for identifying similar prototypes corresponding to
similar, previously observed trajectories We define a distance
metric relating prototypes in order to characterize the closest
match
(4)
where
(5)
Fig. 6. Trajectory prediction using a prototype.

otherwise

where is the velocity out of (scaled by an arbitrary factor)
and is a scalar indicating the magnitude of the acceleration.
The acceleration direction is deducible from , a quaternion
and
as a
describing the change in direction between
rotation through their mutually orthogonal axis.
may be preThe progression of a trajectory
dicted using a prototype. Suppose initially, that it is known that
corresponds to , then
is an estimate for
. Premultiplication of a three-vector by denotes quaternion rotation in the usual way. This formula applies the bend
to predict the position of .
and acceleration occurring at
We also linearly blend the position of into the prediction, and
the magnitude of the velocity so that
combines the actual
position and velocity of with the prediction duplicating ’s
bending and accelerating characteristics (see Fig. 6)
(2)
(3)
The blending ratios
and are used to manage the extent to
which predictions are entirely general, or repeat previously observed trajectories. i.e., how much the robot wants to repeat what
it has observed. We chose values of and in the range [00.1,
0.001] through empirical estimation. describes the tendency
of predictions to gravitate spatially toward recorded motions,
has the corresponding effect on velocity.
and
In the absence of a corresponding prototype we can calculate
, and use it to estimate
, thus extrapolating the current
characteristics of the trajectory. Repeated extrapolations lie in a
,
and . This is not probsingle plane determined by
lematic because when guided into a new motion pattern we only
require the robot to move in a sensible way so that the human
since positional
may continue to guide it. We must set
blending makes no sense when extrapolating, and would cause
the trajectory to slow to a halt, i.e., the prediction should be
based on an extrapolation of the immediate velocity and turning
of the trajectory and not averaged with its current position since
there is no established trajectory to gravitate toward.
B. Storage and Retrieval
requires ideally that an observed
The prediction of
trajectory with similar characteristics to that observed at
is

(6)
(7)

and
define the maximum angular and positional differences such that
may be one or less. Prototypes within
this bound are considered similar enough to form a basis for a
for
and
prediction. In practice, the values of 15 cm and
, respectively, were found to be suitable. The values must be
large enough to permit some generalization of observed trajectories, but no so large that totally unrelated motions are considered suitable for prediction.
The metric compares the position of two prototypes, and the
direction of their velocities. Two prototypes are close if they describe a trajectory traveling in the same direction, in the same
place. The absolute velocity, and bending characteristics are not
compared. Predictions are therefore general with respect to the
path leading a trajectory to a certain position with a certain direction (so branching points are not problematic) and velocity,
so the speed at which an observed trajectory was performed does
not affect the way it can be generalized to new trajectories. This
applies equally to the current trajectory and previously observed
trajectories.
When seeking a prototype we might compare all recorded
to find the closest. If none exist within a
prototypes with
distance of 1 we use
itself to extrapolate as above. Needwith all the recorded proless to say we could not compare
totypes. To optimize this search procedure we defined a voxel
array to store the prototypes. The array encompassed a cuboid
enclosing the reachable space of the robot, partitioning it into a
array of cuboid voxels indexed by three integer
coordinates. The storage requirement of the empty array was
0.5 Mb. New prototypes were placed in a list attached to the
we
voxel containing their positional component . Given
only needed to consider prototypes stored in voxels within
of
since prototypes in any others would definitely exceed
the maximum distance according to the metric.
The order in which voxels were considered was optimized
by preparing a list of voxel index offsets. The list was sorted
by minimum distance offset and was cropped at the maximum
. This ensures an optimal search of the voxel array
distance
since the voxels are considered in an expanding sphere about
the voxel containing the original prototype, and the search may
terminate as soon as we encounter a voxel that is too far away
to contain a prototype with a closer minimum distance than any
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already found. It also permits the search to be cut short if time
is unavailable. In this case the search terminates optimally since
the voxels most likely to contain a match are considered first.
This facilitates the parameterisable time bound since the prototype search is by far the dominant time expense of the learning
algorithm.

( is equivalent to the blending count). Each time a prototype
was blended with a new one we calculated the retention period,
added the current clock and re-sorted the prototype index.
increases exponentially up to a maximum asymptote

C. Creation and Maintenance

gives the maximum asymptote.
and
determine the
rate of increase. Values of 20000, 0.05, and 2 were suitable for
,
and
, respectively. The initial reinforcement thus
extended a prototype’s retention by 2 min, and subsequent reinforcements roughly doubled this period up to a maximum of
about half an hour (the algorithm was iterated at 10 Hz).

Prototypes were continually created based on the input position samples describing the observed trajectory. It was possible
to create a new prototype for each new sample, which we placed
in a cyclic buffer. For each new sample we extracted the average
prototype of the buffer to reduce sampling noise. A buffer of 5
elements was sufficient. The averaged prototypes were shunted
through a delay buffer, before being added to the voxel array.
This prevented prototypes describing a current trajectory from
being selected to predict its development (extrapolation) when
other prototypes were available. The delay buffer contained 50
elements, and the learning algorithm was iterated at 10 Hz so
that new prototypes were delayed by 5 sec.
Rather than recording every prototype we limited the total
number stored by averaging certain prototypes. This ensures
the voxel array does not become clogged up and slow, and reduces the memory requirement. Therefore before inserting a
new prototype into the voxel array we first searched the array
for a similar prototype. If none was found we added the new
prototype, otherwise we blended it with the existing one. We
therefore associated a count of the number of blends applied to
each prototype to facilitate correct averaging with new prototypes. In fact we performed a nonlinear averaging that capped
the weight of the existing values, allowing the prototypes to tend
toward newly evolved motion patterns within a limited number
incorporates blended protoof demonstrations. Suppose
will yield
types, then a subsequent blending with
(8)
(9)
defines the maximum weight for the old
where
determines how quickly it is reached. Values
values, and
of 10 and 0.1 for
and
, respectively, were found to be
suitable. This makes the averaging process linear as usual for
small values but ensures the contribution of the new prototype
is worth at least 1/11th.
We facilitated an upper bound on the storage requirements
using a deletion indexing strategy for removing certain prototypes. An integer clock was maintained, and incremented every
time a sample was processed. New prototypes were stamped
with a deletion index set in the future. A list of the currently
stored prototypes sorted by deletion index was maintained, and
if the storage bounds were reached the first element of the list
was removed and the corresponding prototype deleted. The list
was stored as a heap [12] since this data structure permits fast
insertion, deletion and repositioning.
We manipulated the deletion indexes to mirror the reinforcedefined the pement aspect of human memory. A function
riod for which a prototype reinforced times should be retained

(10)

V. RESULTS
Fig. 7 shows the position of recorded prototypes for the default initial state and a stored state after a human has played with
the robot for a few minutes. The two data sets are each viewed
from two directions. The units in this and subsequent figures are
millimeters. The coordinates are in millimeters, with the , ,
and axes positive in the robot’s left, up and forward directions, respectively. The point (0,0,0) corresponds to the robot’s
sacrum. Please observe that the robot icons illustrate orientation
only, and not scale. Each point represents a prototype stored
in the motion predictor’s memory. The trajectory of the hand
loosely corresponds to the spacing of prototypes but not exactly
because sometimes new prototypes are blended with old prototypes according to the similarities between each’s position and
velocity vectors.
The initial state was taught to the robot and approximates a
circle 10 cm in radius and centred in front of the left elbow joint
(when the arm is relaxed) in the frontal plane about 30 cm in
front of the robot. The prototypes correspond to the robot’s left
hand, which was in contact with the human’s right hand. The
changes in the trajectory mostly occur gradually as human and
robot slowly develop repeated cycles. Once learned, the robot
can switch between any previously performed trajectories.
In order to assess the effect of blending motions planned by
the prediction algorithm with this compliance system we compare the Sticky Hands controller with a “positionable hand” controller that only maintains a fixed target for the hand in a compliant manner so that a person may reposition the hand. Fig. 8
shows a force/position trace where the width of the line is linearly proportional to the magnitude of the force vector (measured in all three dimensions), and Table I shows corresponding
statistics. Force measurements are averaged over a one minute
period of interaction, but also presented are “complied forces,”
averaging the force measurements over only the periods when
the measured forces exceeded the compliance threshold. From
these results it is clear that using the force transducer yielded
significantly softer compliance in all cases. Likewise the “positionable hand” task yielded slightly softer compliance because
the robot did not attempt to blend its own trajectory goals with
those imposed by the human.
Many of the properties of the system can be seen through examination of a sequence of interaction between the robot and
human. Fig. 9 shows such a sequence during which the robot
used the kinematic compliance technique. The motion is in a
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Fig. 7. Prototype state corresponding to a sample interaction.

clockwise direction, defined by progress along the path in the
a-b-c direction, and was the first motion in this elliptical pattern observed by the prediction system. The “compliant adjustments” graph shows the path of the robot’s hand, and is marked
with thicker lines at points where the compliance threshold was
exceeded. i.e., points where the prediction algorithm was mistaken about the motion the human would perform. The “target
trajectory” graph shows in lighter ink the target sought by the
robot’s hand along with in darker ink the path of the robot’s
hand. The target is offset in the (forward) direction in order to
bring about a contact force against the human’s hand. At point
(a) there is a kink in the actual hand trajectory, a cusp in the
target trajectory, and the beginning of a period during which
the robot experiences a significant force from the human. This
kink is caused by the prediction algorithm’s expectation that
the trajectory will follow previously observed patterns that have
curved away in the opposite direction, the compliance maintaining robot controller adjusts the hand position to attempt to
balance the contact force until the curvature of the developing
trajectory is sufficient to extrapolate its shape and the target
trajectory well estimates the path performed by the human. At
point (b) however, the human compels the robot to perform an
elliptical shape that does not extrapolate the curvature of the
trajectory thus far. At this point the target trajectory overshoots
the actual trajectory due to its extrapolation. Once again there
is a period of significant force experienced against the robot’s
hand and the trajectory is modified by the compliance routine.

At point (c) we observe that, based on the prototypes recorded
during the previous ellipse, the prediction algorithm correctly
anticipates a similar elliptical trajectory offset positionally and
at a somewhat different angle.2
VI. DISCUSSION
We now present a theoretical discussion of the production of
motion embodying style and affect, which we believe to be a
valuable perspective as well as the natural direction for extension of this work. Motion generation for the Sticky Hands application has been based entirely upon the prototype set algorithm and compliant control mechanism. However, the system
was designed to be able to incorporate the augmentation of motion with style or affect, which we envisage in the “posture controller” component of the system (Fig. 2). Such motion augmentation may be inspired by research describing how humans produce and perceive movements as well as recent techniques in
computer animation. For example, there is a strong duality between dynamics based computer animation and robotics [14].
Computer animation provides a rich source of techniques for
generating [15]–[20] and manipulating [21] dynamically correct motion, simulating biomechanical properties of the human
body [22] and adjusting motions to display affect or achieve new
goals [14], [23].
2Videos of a human playing the game with the robot or another human may
be downloaded from http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/~halej/stickyHands.htm+.
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Force measured during “positionable hand” and Sticky Hands tasks.

TABLE I
FORCES EXPERIENCED DURING “POSITIONABLE HAND” AND STICKY HANDS TASKS

While the technical means to obtain natural-looking movements that show affect, skill, etc., are fundamental, it is useful to
examine the production and visual perception of human movement. The study of human motor control for instance provides
the potential for better techniques to mimic human movement
since interactions between humans and humanoids may improve
if both have similar representations of movement. For example,
in the current scenario the goal is for the humanoid and the
human to achieve a smooth and graceful trajectory. There are
several objective ways to express smoothness and it can be anticipated that if the humanoid and human shared the same representation of smoothness then the two representations may converge more quickly on a graceful path. Study of the visual perception of human movement holds the potential to isolate the
aspects of movement that are crucial for a correct interpretation.
For example, although movement can generally be thought of as
a complicated spatiotemporal pattern, recognition of particular
styles of movement might rely on a limited spatial or temporal

aspect of the movement. Knowledge of human motor control
and the visual perception of human movement could greatly facilitate the design of humanoid movements.
There are several results from human motor control and
motor psychophysics which contribute to our understanding
of natural human movements. It is generally thought that the
smoothness of human arm movements is a result not only of the
low-pass filter characteristics of the musculoskeletal system,
but also the use of smoothness criteria in central movement
planning. Criteria which minimize the jerk [24], torque change
[25], motor-command change [26], or signal dependent error
[27] have all been suggested as possibilities. Besides smoothness, further regularities to human arm movements have been
reported. These include that the endpoint trajectory of the hand
behaves like a segmented collection [28] of piecewise planar
segments joined together [29] and that movement speed is
related to its geometry defined by curvature and torsion. Specifically, it has been reported that for planar segments velocity is
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Fig. 9. Example interaction showing target trajectory and compliance activation.

inversely proportional to curvature raised to the 1/3 power, and
that for nonplanar segments the velocity is inversely proportional to the 1/3 power of curvature multiplied by 1/6 power
of torsion [30]–[33]. Extensive psychological experiments of
the paths negotiated by human–humanoid dyads could inform
which principles of human motor control are appropriate for
describing human–humanoid cooperative behaviors.
Recent results examining the visual recognition of human
movement might also be relevant to the generation of various
humanoid movement styles. For example, examination of the
relationship between movement kinematics and style recognition have indicated how exaggeration of temporal [34], spatial
[35], or spatiotemporal [36], [37] cues can be used to enhance
recognition. Further evidence for kinematic specification of
movement style has been found in how affect is inferred from
human movement [38]. These results on how movement kinematics specify movement style not only help to constrain the
design of humanoid motion, but also open the opportunity to
use the humanoid robot to explore the possibility that meaningful differences in kinematics rely on the control of movement dynamics.
The brief literature review on human motor control and visual perception of human movement above provides a starting
point for the design of interaction with humanoid robots. These
results focus mainly on the motion of the robot and try to deal in
a bottom up fashion, assuming that basic relations can be found
that would indicate whether or not a movement appears natural
or with the proper affect. However, it has yet to be seen that
cognitive factors, in the form of expectancies and top down influences might not dominate interactions between humans and
humanoids. The possibility exists that the humanoid could produce a natural movement with affect, but would be misinterpreted due to the fact that it is expected that the robot would
not move naturally or display affect. Our current work is aimed
at studying human–humanoid interactions at the Sticky Hands
game with the bottom-up approach to the generation of natural
and affective movements. However, as this work develops we
anticipate an increasing role for cognitive factors in the design
of humanoid interaction.

VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed the “Sticky Hands” game as a novel interaction between human and robot. We implemented the game
using a robot controller process and learning algorithm with
a novel internal representation. Since our approach was nonpattern based, branching trajectories were implicitly handled
without the need for segmentation analysis. Arbitrary speed
and space limits could also be set by restricting the number of
prototypes examined or stored. We facilitated physically intimate interactions with the humanoid robot, allowing it to take
on the role of playmate and partner aiding a human’s self-development. The system required minimal sensor input. Only
torque and joint position sensors that one may expect to find
on such a robot were required by the low level motor controller
for the robot, although less forceful results were obtained with
an additional force transducer. Our work may be considered as
a novel communication mechanism that accords with the idea
that an autonomous humanoid robot should accept command
input and maintain behavioral goals at the same level as sensory
input [6]. However, regarding the issue of human instruction
we have demonstrated that the blending of internal goals with
sensed input can yield complex behaviors that demonstrate a
degree of initiative. Other contrasting approaches [13] have
achieved robust behaviors that emphasize the utility of human
instruction in the design of reinforcement functions or progress
estimators. Finally, we have illustrated the value of cross-disciplinary research relating humanoid robotics, human motion
production and motion perception by summarizing several relevant works.
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